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In an essay published by the Texas Law Review nearly a decade ago, Sanford
Levinson lamented the degree to which law journals were abandoning book reviews. He
felt that law journals—the legal profession’s chief scholarly fora—had a duty “to serve as
a venue for serious discussions of important books relevant . . . to thinking about law.”
The following year, in collaboration with Levinson and Mark Graber, the Tulsa Law
Review published its inaugural book review issue.
So began our rich tradition of publishing book reviews that not only offer careful,
evaluative criticism of prominent books, but that also bridge disciplinary divides. As you
will see in the nearly two dozen essays that follow, both the books under review and the
reviewers come from an array of disciplinary backgrounds—from law, of course, but also
from sociology, philosophy, political science, and history. Skillfully pairing thoughtprovoking books with astute reviewers, our co-editors, Professors Julie Novkov and Stuart
Chinn, assembled a collection of reviews that capture the depth and complexity of each
book, stimulate interdisciplinary conversation, and offer original insights.
The Tulsa Law Review owes a debt of gratitude to all who made this issue possible:
to Sanford Levinson (whose book is reviewed herein) and Mark Graber for inspiring and
establishing this tradition; to Professors Novkov and Chinn for their thoughtful, diligent
editorship; and to the reviewers for crafting insightful, fascinating essays that educate and
inspire our readers.
— M. Dalton Downing
Editor-in-Chief
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